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A Visit To The Home Of The Late
Arnold Leese In Guildford, Surrey
By
Andrew Carrington Hitchcock

T

ODAY, SATURDAY APRIL 16 2016, I travelled to Guildford
with my girlfriend to do a bit of shopping and at the last minute
grabbed my copy of Arnold Leese's 1940 book, "Gentile Folly:
The Rothschild's."
For those of you who have this excellent book that I recommend as a
companion to, "The Synagogue Of Satan - Updated, Expanded, And
Uncensored," you will note that at the bottom of the Preface page it states,
Arnold Leese, White House, Pewley Hill, Guildford - 28 February 1940.
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Once I arrived at Guildford train station it was
relatively easy to find the road, which was
about 15 minutes walk away.
After a tiring walk up this steep hill, imagining
how Arnold must have had to tackle this on a
regular basis till his death in 1956. I struck gold.

Now off up the hill
to see if the house
still exists
I then thought I would
knock on the door and see
if there was anyone in, to
establish if they new of the house's former occupant. After I rung the bell
a pleasant elderly lady opened a downstairs window to see what I wanted,
I showed her the address in my copy of Gentile Folly and she invited me
in.
She knew of Leese but only
sketchy details, having bought the
house in 1975 long after Mrs Leese
had passed on. She believes the
house had two owners between her
and the Leese's and all she had
regarding the Leese's was an
article about Mrs Leese she had
framed from a 1962 newspaper.
I filled her on on the details
regarding the importance of this
house. How Leese wrote much of
The author standing outside his ground-breaking material here.
“White House” home of the How he was arrested here after the
late Arnold Leese, — Pewley police raided the house to jail him
under Regulation 18B that many
Hill, Guildford, Surrey.
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of our Jew-wise forefathers found
themselves jailed under (including
Archibald Maule Ramsay), for the
duration of World War 2. She was
pleased to know more about Leese and
I have also agreed to send her his
autobiography, "Out Of Step," that has
many details of what happened in this
very house.
Finally she let me take a photo of the
lounge (left) and the garden (below).

Left: The cover of the
book: Out Of Step, the
auto-biography of
Arnold Leese.
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The People - Sunday, August 12th, 1962
To The Neighbours Mrs Leese Is The
Dear Old Lady In The Big House.
What A Pity That She Is Also Lady
Bountiful To The Nazi Gang!

This Elegant House With A Secret––it is the home of a
sweet faced old lady who supports Britain’s Nazi-style
gang.
The many friends of kindly old Mrs May Leese will wish her a speedy
recovery in the hospital where she is recovering from an operation for a
stomach complaint.
I join in these wishes, and I would not write anything which I felt might
retard the convalescence. But I must say this – I hope when she returns
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home she will have found the wisdom to disown these strange associates
she has known and encouraged for many years.
For it will be a shock to Mrs Leese's friends in Guildford Surrey, who
know her only as the lady in the big house on the crest of exclusive
Pewley Hill, to learn that she is – one of the main financial supporters of
the gang of Nazi style storm troopers who call themselves Britain's
National Socialists. These are the people who wear – quite openly Nazt
styled uniforms complete with jackboots.
These are the people who openly proclaim! "Hitler was right"
These are the people who welcomed in Britain and America's self-styled
fuehrer George Lincoln Rockwell.
A far cry indeed from the kindness and peace of ultraconservative Guildford –
But Mrs Leese, 75 years old and a widow, is proud of the part she has
played in the organising of these Hitler loving hooligans.

Rent Free
In fact when, some time ago, I asked her about her connections with 74,
Princedale Road, in London's race conscious Notting Hill, she talked and
talked with obvious enthusiasm.
She is the landlady of this three storeyed shop fronted building which
now carries the name "National Socialist movement."
And when I talk to her in her attractive detached home in Guildford she
admitted to me that she allowed the National Socialists to use the premises rent-free and that she paid the rates out of her own pocket. She also
“contributed whatever I could” whenever this fascist group wanted more
cash – cash for more jack boots and for more printed propaganda to stir
up hatred against Jews and coloured immigrants.
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Now, I don't suppose that Mrs Leese has ever been a poor woman. The
house in which she lives indicating that clearly.
But she did admit that her total financial aid for the National Socialists
would certainly be well over £11,000 each year – a big sum even for a
woman with few financial worries.
Why should this old lady with the sweet face be prepared to give such
help to the gang which says its leader suspended Coventry schoolmaster
Colin Jordan will one day drive from our land, democracy as we know it?
Her husband who died in 1956, was one of the most notorious pre-war
British fascists – Arnold Ebenezer Leese, a publisher and founder of the
extremist Imperial Fascist League
He was a Jew hater extraordinary. An outspoken supporter of Hitler in
everything the German dictator ever said or did.
During the war he was detained under the 1011 regulations. After his
release from prison he was the leading light in a scheme to help German
prisoners of war. For that he was jailed for 12 months.

Ugly Riots
In those days Mrs Lees like any good life would do, stood firmly by her
husband in all his setbacks.
But with the passing of the years and especially since his death. I can't
help wondering why time has not brought for her and increase in wisdom
– and a change of heart. Especially when she must know of the recent
ugly riots which these Nazi-style organisations have provoked.
To find out if these events had made her begin to wonder, I called John
Jordan.
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In his first-floor office, we talked––with a background from the room
above of recorded Nazi marching songs and the stamping of Jordan’s
followers going through their daily military training
"Yes", he told me, "Mrs Leese is still one of our staunchest members. Of
course, she is not as active as she was in her younger days."
"But whenever she feels up to it she makes the journey from Guildford to
headquarters to be with us at our meetings." Headquarters, I gathered, was
74, Princedale Road.
Jordan continued "frankly, I don't know what we would do without the
generous support of Mrs Leese. That's why headquarters is still named
Arnold Leese House."

Cared For
But perhaps third time in a hospital bed may have given Mrs Lees the
chance to think about past associations with Jordan’s Jew-hating gang.
One thing which might help to bring her new wisdom–-in the hospital
there is a little dark haired nurse who knows Mrs Lees rather well.
And she is proud to say "yes, I am Jewish. But to me all patients are alike
people in need of help and kindness"
Your friends, Mrs Leese would have you hate the nurse who is caring for
you in your sickness.
I'm sure you do not need to entertain any such feelings. Could that be the
beginning of your new wisdom?
Roy East.
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THE NEW CHRISTIAN CRUSADE
CHURCH
CALLING THE PEOPLE OF BRITAIN

At last the bible makes sense!
At last we know its meaning.

Its the book of the RACE

